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Thank you for opportunity to speak briefly about state of Alzheimer’s research in the United States particularly with NIA support and the prospects for the future. This is at a particularly exciting time.

I will start with an outline, to give you a sense of the remarkable trajectory of support at NIH, National Institute of Health in the United States, over the past few years for Alzheimer’s and related dementia research.
You can see from the top line which is the total for research in the AD and related dementias that from 2015 through 2020 fiscal years the increase has been from $631 million to $2.9 billion.

Fiscal year 2021 of course has been recently completed but the final data is not here. When that is complete the total will rise to well over $3 billion dollars. And if we look at as a fold increase, through fiscal year 2015 through to 20/21 that is greater than a 5-fold increase for Alzheimer’s disease, for the related dementias, and for each of the dementia’s categorised in our national plan. Lewy body disease, frontotemporal dementia, and vascular cognitive impairment all saw similar rates of increase.

As one way of summarising a compound of the progress that has been made, I would just show you this summary slide which illustrates the current ongoing clinical trials supported by NIA. There are some total of 317 trials as of past summer. And there’s a diversity of topics. As you’ll see some 39 pharmacologic interventions, 113 non-pharmacologic, and there’s a large number 130 trials of dementia care and caregiving interventions as well.

I would just point out the level of the diversity of targets engaged in the pharmacologic interventions for example. If you look at the early-stage trials, phase one or phase two, providing the newest targets, the newest approaches, translating ultimately to more definitive trials, of the 48 trials in that category being supported just 11 are in the amyloid targeting group. The diversity of targets illustrated here from synaptic plasticity to inflammation shows the richness of targets that are being discovered and put into clinical trials. For the later stage trials still Alzheimer’s disease and amyloid predominates but this will be evolving as the early-stage trials and new targets come to fruition.

You can see for the non-pharmacologic interventions there’s also a great deal of diversity as there are for dementia care and caregiving interventions. This is as important as we deal with the large number of people living with dementia and those who care for them, even as we attempt to provide better interventions to treat and prevent.
Diversity is important across all of NIH, across all our efforts, and certainly in ADAR research it is clearly important. To illustrate it here, the well-established increases in risk for Alzheimer's disease and related dementias in black African Americans and Hispanics compared to non-Hispanic and whites. To recognize this we're taking efforts, as yet not adequately successful I think, to increase the participation of diverse populations across all our studies including in clinical trials.

An illustration of the spectrum that we're engaged in, ranging from early target identification through to validation into clinical trials is illustrated here. This is a continuum. But to draw your attention to the bottom portion of this slide, we have made every attempt to put together an infrastructure to minimize the barriers, to minimize the gaps, at each stage and level, from the earliest target identification through to clinical trials. It's been critically important to do that in order to enhance the pace at which we translate early discovery into progress.
As an example of this kind of progress, the funnel from early discovery onwards, I’ll show you this slide showing the outcome of one of our efforts the accelerated medicines partnership for Alzheimer’s disease. This is a remarkable partnership really of public and private sector, federal agencies, academia, philanthropies and importantly private sector and pharma, biotech as well. And one of our goals was to identify early targets, some 500 targets identified. By consensus of experts from all spectrums looking at the most promising of those and further develop them, now up to 20 have passed through the early stages of characterisation in cell and animal models leading to some 12 now at the stage of optimisation in industry and academic labs for target identification and selection.

The NIA supported drugs trials just illustrated here. There are 48 phase one clinical trial, 11 phase 2/3. And as we work through this funnel there will be increasing numbers that are under submission for NDA and ultimately, we hope, for FDA approval.
In terms of biomarkers, I want to point out this has been critical to progress in understanding the disease and to tracking the effectiveness of interventions. There have been some important discoveries over this past year and 2020. The first commercial test for Alzheimer’s disease became available, on the basis of research supported by NIA across NIH. In fiscal year 2020, FDA approved the first PET tracer an important breakthrough as well. And in 2021, the current year, NIA funded studies comparing multiple candidate markers show that one very promising marker was ptau217 specifically as an accurate marker of AD, in diverse importantly, study populations.

And then finally, just to illustrate the ongoing process that involves summits, all of you, the academic, research and advocacy communities.

Some of the overarching recommendations that came from the Alzheimer’s Disease Research Summit earlier this year included the expansion of multi-omic data on importantly globally representative and diverse populations. We’re making exceptional advances.

This is why it is so very important to think about the implications (for people, for societies, for the climate) at this stage of excitement being expressed here. This needs to run alongside the work described at this meeting.

Maria Tome
Maria, very good point. With need cohorts to compare the current natural progress nowadays

Caleb Webber
Given the range of potential underlying pathologies and the benefits of power, is it time for greater globally aligned brain banking efforts with lifetime data linkage?

Maria Tome
We just qualify in EU a register for Huntington disease that collect information from pregnancy, consent,

*Recent Advances in Biomarkers for Alzheimer’s*

- The **first commercial blood test of AD**, PrecivityAD, became available to doctors for use with patients in 2020. NIA supported this work from early foundational research through test development.
- In 2020, the FDA approved the **first PET tracer for tau imaging**. NIA supported a key study used to validate this biomarker.
- In 2021, an NIA-funded study identified **ptau-217 as the more accurate marker of AD in diverse study participants**. (Brickman, A.M. et al. (2021). *Alzheimer’s Dement.* 17(8):1353-1364.)

*2021 NIH AD Summit- Summary of Gaps and Opportunities*

- **Expand multi-omic data to globally representative and diverse populations.**
- Use **AI and deep learning** to improve personalized diagnosis, subtyping, prognosis and interventions.
- Combine clinical **endophenotyping, multi-omic and mechanistic research** aimed at deeper understanding of resilience, sex differences, metabolic, vascular, immune.
- Support **systematic evaluation of A/T(N) and other emerging biomarkers** (including omics biomarkers)
- Develop **dynamic digital indices as the next generation of digital biomarkers**

And that’s where we’re at.
progress, I think, in this area, moving to more and more international global studies with diverse populations. Other recommendations included use of AI and deep learning to improve the ability to diagnose, analyse, the increasingly complex data. To combine endo-phenotyping and multi-omic data research and mechanistic researcher. Looking importantly at sex individual differences and resilience. Looking at systemic markers of disease and developing digital biomarkers.

This then is a brief summary. I hope that illustrates the pace of progress, still frustrated by the fact that we don’t have as definitive interventions, diagnostics, treatments and support as we would like. But I think we’re enormously well on the way thanks to collaborative efforts across the country and across the world. I hope this provides a component to this conversation and we’re happy to be an important part of this session.

Thank you very much Dr Hodes, this was a really excellent and very exciting overview and there’s so much progress as you can see. Thanks to all the initiatives and the increase in the budget, which is extremely important, I would say!

I would now like to invite Professor Julie Williams from the Dementia Research Institute in the UK to share her perspective. Professor Williams is also the director of the DRI in Cardiff. Welcome and the floor is yours.
Thank you. Can I just say I’ve been involved in this area of research for the last 25 years and I applaud the funders for their increase in funding and some of the successes that we have seen in the last few years, especially in epidemiology, environmental impacts, genetics, biomarkers and remote care and assessment to name but a few.

But I think it’s important for us to be realistic, to look across the piste and see where our success stories are and ask can we emulate them.

Cancer is an obvious success story. 50% of people now live with cancer and this is to a large part due to the fantastic research that’s gone on in this area.
It’s sort of comparative in terms of numbers to dementia as you see on the slide. But when you look at what has been achieved in cancer, with the investment they’ve had over a sustained period, I think we need to be a little more ambitious in the investments that we are making and continue to make in this area.

I’ve just given on some examples of the contrast because of that level of investment on the right of the slide. We probably need more researchers, this will result in more global publications, and something we’re all aiming at in some way, more treatments and more clinical trials going forward.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Challenges and Barriers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• The dementias are complex diseases with multiple components and we don’t understand enough about the causes/mechanisms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Relatively few fully validated therapeutic targets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Paucity of disease relevant models of common forms of dementia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Poor knowledge of early stage disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Smart clinical trials with surrogate end points, extensively phenotyped subject pools to precision select on biomarkers (disease pathways, stage and predisposition).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Replication of findings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Global funding structure for global disease</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

So, what are the challenges? I think the dementias are complex diseases. We’ve heard this mentioned a number of times already today. It is multiple components and really we still don’t understand enough about the causes and mechanisms, and if I had to put a number on it, I would say for the knowledge to take us to treatments we understand perhaps 40% of what’s going on in Alzheimer’s disease, perhaps 20% in Lewy body disorder, and perhaps 50% in vascular dementia to name but a few. And that results in, I think we can all agree, relatively few validated therapeutic targets to go forward. There’s a lot of work in this area, but we’re still way off where I think we should be aiming at for the future.

We have a paucity of disease relevant models for common forms of dementia. It’s easy to model in various animals, etc, or induced pluripotent stem cells, the single gene variants. But the common forms of dementia are multicomponent and complex, and how can we model those? We are attempting some with the human models of extreme risk in in the Dementia Research Institute currently, and we’ll see how those come off.

Another area that we know very little about is the poor knowledge of early-stage disease and really that’s where we want to aim at. If we’re going to prevent or delay these diseases, we really need to understand what is going on at the early stage and that’s a big area for us to research into.
We’ve talked about clinical trials already. We do need to think about smarter clinical trials looking at surrogate endpoints. We know that there are different components and pathways, so we should be designing those endpoints for those pathways and not necessarily for disease as an endpoint. For this we need extensively phenotyped subject pools so we can precision select on biomarkers. And I don’t think, even with all the work that is being done throughout the world, we don’t have enough of those at the moment that are fully phenotyped that we can use to look at different stages of the disease and look at different aspects of predisposition, including a genetic risk, and we can also look at ethnicity, which Dr Hodes rightly mentioned earlier on.

A big issue I think going forward is replication of findings and a global funding structure for global disease. I think those are sort of entwined and I’ll tell you a little bit about my experience. I work in the genetics of Alzheimer’s disease. In our early days we thought we could find things with 1000 samples, and we worked individually. We realised we had to collaborate. It was difficult to collaborate across different countries, different funding systems. Many of our colleagues fell by the wayside because their grants were not funded because other people were doing it. But actually, we needed loads of people doing similar things. And I think the same can be said for other areas of research going forward from molecular biology to epidemiology, we need to be working together. I’m not arguing for one global research fund but a fund that can help fund those collaborations across different countries so that we can set up research beforehand where we can replicate. It’s very difficult to do that across different countries and different funding structures, but I think it could be solved. And with that I’m going to stop and hand back to the chair. Thank you.

Thank you Julie, this was really important to identify the funding and knowledge gaps and also a look at the challenges. And there are many. It’s worthwhile to consider them. Thank you for pointing them out.

We’ll move on now and will go and listen to Professor Mary Sano from Mount Sinai to offer her thoughts. Mary the floor is yours.

I want to thank everyone for the invitation, and I want to address this question of are we on the right track?

Are we really diversifying our targets and our populations? It’s exciting to see NIA point out that only 57% of funding is exclusively on Alzheimer’s disease, however, an even higher percentage as shown is specifically targeting amyloid in their trials, as shown
on this slide. The question is how many more funded projects require amyloid, tau, and neurodegeneration as part of the diagnosis? It may be an inadvertent movement to not having the full diversity that we were hoping for.

I wanted to mention also the IDEAS study which was an incredible collaboration of the CMS, the only public health system in US that serves exclusively older adults, and the Alzheimer's Association. We were able to get dementia experts to tell us who would receive value from these important biomarkers. I think what’s really interesting is even with all of this strength and influence of the experts, about 29% of those who registered never made it to the scanning and informing aspects telling us there’s so much more work to be done.

Also, our current biological models are created on really homogeneous and exclusive populations. How can we really ask diverse populations to participate in research specifically designed without them in mind?

Another observation about how we can stay on the right track is to ask ourselves have we abandoned the scientific method in testing our hypothesis? The best science requires that we state our hypothesis and test it. And in so many trials, not only clinical trials but observational studies that include pharmacological as well as non-pharmacological interventions, we’ve seen midstream changes in almost every aspect of the design to favour a positive outcome, abandoning the principle of testing our hypothesis. I think these changes include variables such as the subject criteria and the dose outcome measures, etc. So, I think it’s really important that we use the principles we have to be sure we collect the right information and use it.

I also want to ask ourselves the questions, are we really following the true leads? I’m just showing you on this slide a little smattering of studies that tell us that we may have targets that were not fully engaging. For example, in this community-based study from Mayo Clinic, what you’re seeing is a very high level of neurodegeneration among those who are symptomatic and yet amyloid tends to be a target way more often than specifically neurodegeneration. And on the other side of my slide, I’m showing you some data that has indicated the real interaction between what we know how to measure are apolipoprotein E4 and outcomes in clinical trials that target amyloid. Are we really following that lead? Have we done enough to be sure we’re engaging that information as we move forward with our research?

I just want to offer some considerations that might help us be more effective in staying on track. I think I really want to applaud the early presentations in this day’s seminar for talking about the importance of sharing and harmonising data. But it’s really not enough. We really need to include in sharing what we’ve learned: publication of negative results, identification of key modifiers and exclusions that may not be so transparent. We could legislate, or at least mandate this, from our colleagues and scientists.

I think another place where we need to be careful is the concept of targets. They’re really helpful and have moved us forward, telling us very much about the ones that we can now measure. But they’re possibly restricting if they are created from highly homogeneous and exclusive populations. Pathology agnostic approaches may be needed to truly engage these diverse populations.

Agree with @george: The remote and virtual based assessments would help tremendously in enhancing global research. Baycrest is leading a collaboration across the Toronto Academic Health Sciences Network creating mobile testing labs to do community based assessments (including neuroimaging and blood draws, etc). Would be terrific if we had a globally networked of mobile labs. We also are developing methods for low cost, in home neuroimaging, which could be done worldwide.

I think also the repurposed drug approach can help in finding the solutions. It is great term follow-up. This will be cost and time efficient.
Finally, I think it’s important to realise that we are now engaging people at earlier and earlier stages, and so it’s really important to ask what do they care about, who do they trust, and can one really provide anticipatory consent? Do I know how I will think in 10 years about my care?

In summary, let me just say, are we on the right track? I think we’re on a great track and it has had many, many successes, but I think we may need to provide more resources to ensure the best track for the largest community. With that I’m going to stop and turn it back over to you.

**Professor Philip Scheltens**
Professor of Cognitive Neurology, Amsterdam University Medical Centers and Chair, World Dementia Council

Thank you very much Mary that was really insightful and I agree completely with your concluding point. I think we all here today would agree with that. We’re on the right track, but that track can be better and can be speed up with a little with more resources.

We’re now moving from academia to the perspective of industry and to Paul Stoffels who is for a few more weeks, the Chief Scientific Officer at Johnson and Johnson. I say for a few more weeks because I’m sure that everybody knows he’s retiring at the end of the year. And Paul, is also notable because he was very much involved in setting up the Council after the G8 dementia summit hosted in London back then in 2013, when David Cameron led the initiative and he has been a really, really great support ever since. So, thank you again, Paul for that, and also for all your hard work over the years, I'm going to invite you to give your perspective.

**Dr Paul Stoffels**
Chief Scientific Officer Johnson & Johnson

Thank you. A great symposium today with a lot of very productive discussion, on innovations and data and everything which is happening, and the progress made. I have a lot of respect for all of you of what you have done in the last 10 years, more than 10 years since the Dementia Council was started. I was part of it initially as an industry representative, we have gone a fairly long way since those first meetings in London, with the establishment of the Dementia Discovery Fund, with many clinical trial initiatives, biomarkers initiative, regulatory initiatives.

I wanted to just reflect for a few minutes on what happened in the last twenty months with Covid and how an emergency declaration and a global pandemic could move the acceleration of development of new products so much faster. It was definitely based on a very strong foundation which was in place before because many governments have been funding a pandemic preparedness, based on the 9/11 bioterror thinking.

It took industry, government and academia expertise and innovation, along with the regulators, all working together, and with government funding, to make this
covid response happen. But what was very important was that it was at a global level considered as a global crisis. And it still is. And suddenly, because of this, there was a completely different level of collaboration happening between all of the different partners and that was like quite remarkable.

If you look at what you had in place from investment pre-covid in platforms, BARDA had strong investments in viral platform, we had an mRNA investments from the Gates Foundation, but also SEPI was founded including investments from Gates, Wellcome, governments and supported by several industry companies. Suddenly you get Covid and then it all got on steroids!

Specific governments took rules on driving progress. For example, in the UK with AstraZeneca in Oxford. We took the collaboration with the NIH, BARDA and J&J on a vaccine. And then what was very important is that industry, academic, NIH and regulators worked very quickly together on setting up initiatives for clinical trials both on the on the European side on the WHO side but also on the NHS, US government and industry side.

I happen to co-chair the ACTIVE program with Francis Collins which was an extreme experience in fact! You had all the agencies in US including the heads of the regulatory bodies, FDA, the CDC, BARDA, NIH, everyone you can imagine. And all the heads of industry R&D. We set up six platform studies in different areas, antivirals, antibodies and support medicines. 30,000 patients were enrolled. 614 clinical sites. 700 agents. Different medicines were evaluated. 26 went into platform studies. 15 were already fully enrolled and reagents already proven efficacious to covid. Of course, Covid is totally different than dementia. But what you see is that an accelerated in-depth collaboration, when something is declared a global challenge, you can do something different from what we have been doing over the last 20 to 30 years. In addition to that, there was an exceptional data sharing between industry, academics and regulators where there was like no inhibition on sharing data, as we discussed earlier this morning on how that is absolutely essential. And all of that in 18 months.

I think we have made good progress with dementia with Dementia Discovery Fund, the collaborations with IMI, NIA, AMP, all of the different programmes, and with the regulators. Lots of money was invested. $40 billion since 2000. And we made absolutely not enough progress. It’s partly industry. It’s partly collaboration. More needs to happen, and happy to hear the work with the UK on the dementia initiative.

But I wanted to just bring the message let’s learn, diagnose what we learn from all these initiatives and best practices to see how we can accelerate progress and let’s bring that information together and happy to share more on different platforms and publications and others. But I learned that if we can get the support that this is a crisis, that dementia is a real crisis, the world could act much faster than we do today. I offer this thought as a contribution before I leave my job, but I won’t leave the field and the world. I will continue to support dementia, as well as other initiatives, and the pandemic initiatives I have supported before. Thank you for listening to me.

Christopher Chen
As covid and other factors compel us to take up digital assessments, will regulators accept these as outcomes? Similarly if we use fluid biomarkers as surrogate outcomes...
Thank you so much and I’ll pick up from here with my colleague Dr Scheltens but thank you very much Dr Hodes, Dr Williams, Dr Sano and Dr Stoffel for starting us off. We do have a little under 30 minutes to really try to tie this up, and we’ve heard several themes not only over the course of the few hours we’ve been together, but even just this half hour, about are we on track. There are more people on the call than, on multiple screens, than I can scroll though. It will be hard to see who’s ready to ask questions. One thing I would like to ask is if you could use your raise hand button. Under reactions you can raise your hand and lower your hand that way, that would make things a lot easier.

But in order to start this discussion, I did see a question for Dr Hodes specifically on your thoughts on whether we are on track. There certainly is more money available, and I know that the Alzheimer’s Impact Movement has had a tremendous contribution to ensuring that that money has continued. And we hope even more this year.

That said, it takes time for that money to get invested, to get invested in the right way. Richard, you did a fantastic overview of all of the initiatives that are being launched and the different types of work that the National Institute on Aging is funding. But let me ask you in terms of are we on track, how much do we work with international funders in order to understand what the gaps are on a global scale? I know you represent a US-based organisations, but what are your thoughts about that international goal?

It’s a great question. If I take the question as whether we are optimally collaborating, crossing, forming globally and across nations, I think it that is the short answer is we’re doing a lot and clearly not enough.

At the level of individual scientists and investigators, individual research programs, I think we’re doing quite well. I think over this past year’s field has made great advances along the lines that Paul Stoffels was commenting on. A change in what’s acceptable in terms of data sharing and openness. So, I think across studies the data sharing and the methodologies to deal with complex data have improved enormously. I think in terms of some global efforts that have been necessary to look at diverse populations, some of those that both of our organisations have been much involved in, like DIAN and ADNI and HRS where we are looking more and more globally, we’re doing well. I think then the area of genetics, which is prime for it, but only recently really lived up to its capacity to explore data, as Mary was commenting on, and make it possible to truly analyse across studies we are doing better and better.

Clinical trials, coordinating platforms, this has been an area that has been much slower to happen. I think it is not just a matter of the global participation. It’s been
a great frustration to all of us the difficulty and challenge in recruiting people into clinical trials and studies despite all of our efforts to establish appropriate platforms, funnels and so on. It’s been complicated by the fact that, as other people have commented, we have moved more towards looking at early-stage interventions, which means we’re looking for people who are at risk, may or may not know they’re at risk, and may not yet have access to biomarkers and know that these are candidates for studies. And trying to develop through various registries, platforms and means with a lot of collaboration, public/private sector, but not yet sufficient, ways in which we can bring people in for screening in more efficient ways. I think some of the progress, for example in fluid and digital biomarkers, will allow screening of large numbers of people more efficiently than before, this will make a difference, and I think this should happen effectively.

I think in terms of regulation or regulators globally, you know we are having our first experience around, dare we speak the name, aducanumab, with FDA and now other agencies looking which point to the complexities at a regulatory level. We much more now talk about regulation but it’s the right balance of regulation being sufficiently permissive to let promising agents go forward while being sufficiently rigorous to maintain a faith and confidence in the system. To have promising results quickly subject to the right kind of confirmation on all parts of the regulatory of profile. This is something which has become more and more compelling over this past year in particular.

Happy to have you push for more details, there’s a first go. I also have a comment on what went into the chat from George and the question which all of us are increasingly are bound to be asked: are we going to make it by 2025? The stated goals of the US national plan that have been rather broadly embraced.

And I’ll say the answer in in ways that are rather obvious. Yes, it is possible we will succeed by having one or more effective interventions by 2025. If that’s to occur, since we’re now approaching 2022, that means this will occur from some of the studies that are in progress and then are powered and designed and have the capacity to show whether or not they have success. And there are some both pharmacological and non-pharmacological. So yes, it is possible.

But I think what we’ve learned, even from the time we first articulated those goals, is that it is very unlikely there’s going to be a single intervention, a single target, that is going to be appropriate for addressing the diversity of individuals who are affected with the clinical syndromes around Alzheimer’s and related dementias.

And for that very reason, even if we are, as we hope, successful by 2025 or soon thereafter in having one or more effective interventions, that’s not an end game. It will lead us to doing what we’re doing now, continuing to look for more and more targets at early stage, developing them with the best information we have in improving technologies, and constantly adding individual and likely combinational approaches that are going to be necessary to address real world complexity of the heterogeneous disease. So let me stop there, it’s quite a general statement, but one we all better get used to practicing and implementing because it’s coming upon us.
Thank you Richard I think that there is no doubt that we are seeing the low hanging fruit, really mature now with the programmes across monoclonal antibodies to amyloid beta maybe to tau in the near future. But we all recognise that across dementia, we've talked about many times, there are so many other proteins going wrong in the aging brain, associated with broader degenerative disease that we must actually do more. We are all trying to push for that. I know the programs that you outlined are, and certainly the Alzheimer’s Association Part the Cloud program, with 59 therapeutic trials, only two of them are actually amyloid and tau based, is also.

I think at the same time something that Dr Sano mentioned is very important to bring to the table. That is even with this broad, diverse approach that we have in the pipeline, are there are going to be people left behind? And there are some participants here, in this meeting, from low- and middle-income countries that can share their thoughts about that.

To start, I know that Dr Sano you are on the scientific Advisory Board for US POINTER study, which is trying to make an effort to ensure that risk reduction and the science behind it can be strengthened, shored up, so that we can create programmes that reach even those that might not obtain in the US the ability to have aducanumab or other future treatments. In cancer, as Dr Williams very well pointed out, we have made huge investments and progress, but there are treatments that are also very costly. And we are still in the US leaving people out of life saving cancer treatments. So, we are still going to be living with this!

But Dr Sano maybe you could tell us a little bit more about your thoughts on that. And then I would invite folks from low-and-middle-income countries to tell us their thoughts. Who are we to say what they should need or have? So Dr Sano what are your thoughts about that and what do you think blood and serum might do for that future?

So I think that you're highlighting something that several people have spoken of, and I think Julie mentioned it herself, and that to consider trials that are agnostic to the underlying biology, but are not agnostic to the risk, the concern, and the worry about cognition, about the aging brain.

I actually think these non-pharmaceutical trials offer us an incredible opportunity to identifying new biomarkers that are not dependent on pre-stated biology. I think that comparing cognition or examining cognition in these broad cohorts is really
an important opportunity. And if we talk about low hanging fruit, the fact that we have people who are worried and who are interested is really the first place to begin. We then listen to the voice of the individual: I'm interested in this and I want to participate and I'm not being excluded for the reasons of the science that was built upon a very narrow population.

I think the targeted work that we do is very important, but it's very exclusive and I think these trials provide us with incredible promise to identify new biomarkers that are really relevant to the breadth of biologies that probably underlie cognitive changes in aging.

Dr Maria Carrillo
Chief Scientific Officer, Alzheimer’s Association

Dr Tome I see you have your hand up thank you for joining us.

Dr Maria Tome
Senior Science Officer, European Medicines Agency

Hey, thank you so much Maria. You made an excellent point; we need a course the natural history. It will be far easier for regulators. Maria it's true as you say people don't get treatment. But the reality is we are living longer in this is driving cost. We are having treatments developed for other medical conditions and as previous speaker has set out, this is changing and we're going to have treatments for AD. We talked before Maria with the data on treatments. It is really important to collect this information and will be really important for people like the EMA. It is because that is the way that we brought treatments for orphan diseases in. That is the way that we have brought in treatments for other diseases. You know we compare. Cancer is the same you compare with what will happen you don't interfere. How long this treatment will improve a person for? Is it for three months, if it improves for three months you can still be driving for six months or five years? It's a huge difference. But that information is fundamental and thank you so much for letting me bring that point. Thank you.

Thank you thank you Dr Tome appreciate your perspective especially from the regulatory perspective which is so important. I think it was mentioned in a previous conversations here, I think by Derek Hill if he's still on, that it is very important to collect all the data and it is very important to join it across countries across the globe. We have the technology now, so we should be able to do this and I think there are great efforts that are working towards that.
But one of the things we should think about is how we might want to ensure that some of that data is rigorous enough to actually help regulatory decision making. And certainly, there are in US and in Europe, there are examples of those registries that have regulatory grade data. I think that was something that was already mentioned. It’s going to be an important part of the conversation. And as we collect blood throughout registries, certainly like the one the Alzheimer’s Association has just announced, it’s going to be important.

But I think one of the other comparisons that we might want to make is how did heart and HIV also, which are prevalent in all countries across the world, penetrate with cheaper and cheaper medications, that can reach countries and all levels of social economic strata, which still we have a difficult time actually penetrating. Even in the United States, we continue to have deaths of heart disease, deaths of high cholesterol leading to heart disease and stroke. I think this is something that we should all be thinking about in terms of a grand plan and that’s something perhaps the World Dementia Council can help us in terms of road maps, because it can’t be done just by one country alone it really has to be a collaborative effort of thinking group like this.

But you know, blood can potentially change a lot! We’ve talked a lot about biomarkers and how expensive they might be. We talk about imaging and MRI’s and I saw some of that information, some of that in the chat. How do we think that blood might actually change the horizon? What can plasma measurements tell us? This is not just about Alzheimer’s, because there is there promise that it can tell us a little bit more about neurodegeneration broadly speaking. How might that change our landscape in the future? Not only our clinical trial landscape but for our ability to deliver medications and make assessments in individuals in a way we really can’t reach today with a PET imaging or maybe even cerebral spinal fluid. Does anybody want to comment on that in particular? I see Julie you want might want to respond.

Professor Julie Williams
Director, UK Dementia Research Institute

I think that the we are now learning so much about both biomarkers and predisposition in terms of genetics, that putting those things together you may be able to identify people with some accuracy in the very early stages of disease. That I think that is only just beginning to be able to happen. It’s a new way forward. We’re certainly looking. We can identify people at high risk of developing Alzheimer’s disease, and we’re looking at Parkinson’s disease, in their 30s and 40s. We can see differences in their brain imaging at the age of 30. It’s a slightly smaller hippocampi.

There’s something happening from a very early stage in these diseases and understanding that is one of the big gaps. So, I think there are things coming out of research on blood, plasma biomarkers and the genetics, putting those things together will help us identify people at a very early stage. There’s a lot going on here.
I think the point that I’m trying to make is we need more investment. We’re doing really well in relative terms to where we were. We really are improving. But don’t stop there. There’s a lot more to be done and I just like to come back to this global funding structure. I really think an extra layer where people can collaborate across the world. We collaborate in areas across Europe and in the States, but actually collaborating across the world is extremely difficult for individual research groups. And this body could do something about that, and I’d like to throw that out there

Dr Maria Carrillo
Chief Scientific Officer, Alzheimer’s Association

I agree and I saw I think Caleb Webber had something similar I don’t know Caleb if you’d like to make that comment here and amplify.

Professor Caleb Webber
Chair, Informatics Steering Committee, UK Dementia Research Institute

Thank you Maria. So basically, there are benefits to power. Ultimately, we see brains have a range of pathologies that we see. You know it’s not just people have cleanly one particular pathology. There’s not one particular protein biomarker but a mixture. So it seems to me that we’re all joining smaller numbers together of brains to really understand the pathology.

And so global brain banking efforts, where we could actually describe the brains in a very similar aligned way. We have the genetics, so we can understand really what the drivers are behind this pathology, connected to a longitudinal lifetime collection of data and health records. Where we have data linkage could really help us to pick apart these different drivers rather than going to this extant clinical diagnosis because ultimately, it’s what’s going inside the brain that really will take us to that treatment.

Dr Maria Carrillo
Chief Scientific Officer, Alzheimer’s Association

Thank you, Caleb, appreciating your point. I think George you have your hand up?

George Vradenburg
Co-Chair, Davos Alzheimer’s Collaborative

I think that we have to begin to work with health systems around the world to understand what the protocols are that they need to collect blood, to make
digital assessments, and potentially to have home based collection kits for the microbiome. And then have mechanisms for the consolidation of genetics for risk, blood for detection and diagnosis, digital assessment for clinical evaluation and then the microbiome and the omics associated with that material, will give us an opportunity, I think, to do research at a global scale in low resource countries and low resource settings.

We talked a lot about the need to involve low-and-middle-income countries or low resource settings, whether it’s in high resource countries or in low resource countries. But there are practical ways to do this at scale if we have the right mechanisms and the right funding to do it.

So, I would simply mention the Davos Alzheimer’s Collaborative, which is aimed at this topic. We’re only into our first year, but we are aiming to do that global collection of that data, and to built-in protocols in health systems to actually use that data to detect and diagnose and then to treat populations.

Thank you thank you George for that comment. Paul do you have a question?

I think with what is on-going over the last few years, more and more infrastructure is available for diagnostics. If you look now, worldwide PCR gets introduced with Covid and that will not disappear. But also clinical trial capabilities and collecting data. Today you shouldn’t underestimate the digital status of low-and-middle income countries. Today we are doing a large scale Ebola study in Rwanda in the field and all people have now digital tools to measure their side effects, be called for us to come to the lab. We do a 400,000, 500,000 patient study now in South Africa with real world evidence, in Covid, all collected by digital systems. So, there is a way to start using the new technologies in order to get many more people in lower-and middle-income countries involved.

And one more point, I want to make. We used for our HIV vaccine trials a network of 200 clinical trial centres in the world which were then was available for Covid. So clinical trial training and capabilities also are being set up as we speak. And I think using those existing capabilities as an engine to get to new areas could well be of benefit here and I’m talking with MRCs around the world or governments that could really help. So just a comment and contribution. Thank you.
Thank you Paul. I think that this body under the leadership of Philip, Lenny and others and the trustees are in an excellent position to be able to influence at that level, very good points, and I think they echo a lot of the thoughts going on in the chat and some of the conversations we've had. Thank you very much. Dr Tome I see you have your hand up again?

I'm thinking that there are a lot of issues here. We need to recognise those people that did the work before and that was the Commission. The European Commission and Council that started work a long while ago on how to do trial and training in low-and-middle-income countries. And WHO was very involved with that. So thanks to them we can do these trials now. And our colleagues mentioned about HIV. We are doing the vaccines but we also have even prevention in HIV. It's not easy. The statistics I agree with you, but low-and-middle income countries have been building capacity for years. South Africa is a good example but there are other countries that have put a lot of money in and WHO and the European Union definitely put a lot of money to train these countries to do trials. And the information that is coming is quite reliable. We can now do treatments and prevention in HIV. It is what we are doing now. And we could treat in in Alzheimer disease. We have the technology,

And related to the protocols, I agree. But then you can collect the information. We have registers. We are good in Huntington's. We are good in pregnancy women. We are in children with rare diseases. You know with genetics disease, they have the family history. They want to help, and people will use digital technologies. They will come forward. So, there is no excuse not to collect this information if they are happy to help you to collect the information. You know and we are in the same boat! I think covid is a lesson. We are in this war together!

Thank you thank you very much. Yes so that there is no doubt we can learn from other diseases that have done this before in digital markers. Miia I think you have your hand up as well.
Professor Miia Kivipelto  
Professor in Clinical Geriatrics, Karolinska Institutet

Yes, just a brief comment. Thank you Maria for highlighting the importance of different targets and even non-pharmacological interventions. I’m especially thinking of the Part the Cloud support for this kind of novel intervention that combines non-pharma and pharma interventions and even repurposes drugs. This design could be something also for low-and-middle-income countries.

I think in the Alzheimer treatment cocktail we probably need to have several targets and always that non-pharmacological intervention. It is really beneficial to have this approach included as well.

Dr Maria Carrillo  
Chief Scientific Officer, Alzheimer’s Association

Thank you. No, I know that we have folks from Argentina and from India and from other countries. We would be happy to take your comments as well. Allison I see you have your hand up?

Dr Allison Sekuler  
Vice President, Research, Baycrest Health Sciences Center

Yeah, just sort of on that last point from Canada, by the way. On that last point around technologies, we’ve been working quite closely with some companies that already have technologies out there that were not designed with a purpose in mind of advancing clinical trials or any of these kinds of things. But we’ve been able to re-purpose the kind of data that they collect to be able to collect, to be able to collect for example, very inexpensive EEG data. And these are devices that are significantly cheaper. The EEG system in my lab is a $250,000 system. This is a $200 system. Canadian dollar, so it’s even cheaper for the US! And what that means is that we could potentially be using these kinds of commercially available systems too. Be collecting data even on neuroimaging and other kinds of things around the world, that’s really the goal. So, we have a project where we’re working on that, trying to create a mechanism so that any researcher can really make use of these systems in this new way. And then the problem just becomes, and this is where I have a question really, how do we get these new kinds of methodologies integrated into the existing data sets? Because they weren’t initially envisioning that you’d have EEG data on everyone because it’s too labour intensive and you can’t get it around the world. But when you have the new opportunities to integrate this kind of data, what can we do to make sure that it’s going to be embedded in all of the different datasets and then also made accessible to everyone because we never know where the next innovation is going to come from.
Dr Maria Carrillo  
Chief Scientific Officer, Alzheimer’s Association

Thank you. Very good point. Dr Sano you might be the last comment I can take.

Professor Mary Sano  
Professor of Psychiatry Ichan Mt Sinai, New York

I just want to highlight something commented on by Gloria Wong and that is we really need to acknowledge we have great ability to discriminate and diagnose with phenotyping that’s just simply not done. It is true that we cannot always afford to give someone an expensive scan, but do we actually take 25 minutes to give them a cognitive test? It’s so available and possible and as Rhoda Au has told us, there’s also ways to use other kind of phenotyping, other kind of technologies, to make even greater precision with this.

But one of the most universal things is that individuals in this age group are thrilled to spend 20 minutes speaking to someone. So we actually have the capacity to do way more discriminating than we feel comfortable doing right now. I think raising confidence are about our ability to do that among practitioners, a broad group of practitioners, would make a very big difference.

Dr Maria Carrillo  
Chief Scientific Officer, Alzheimer’s Association

Excellent I think that’s an excellent point thank you very much. We have to remember that we are getting even better with those cognitive tools, though they are also improving. And they are being transferred to digital platforms as well so they can be delivered in that way for those areas, especially under Covid times. So I think that’s a fantastic point to make. Mathew, I see you came off of your video, did you want to make a comment before we closed?

Professor Mathew Varghese  
Professor of Psychiatry, National Institute of Mental Health & Neuro Sciences (NIMHANS)

Actually, I’ve said most of the things that I wanted to say in chat and I was saying that MRI scans, genes, iPSCs and cognitive tests, these are all things which are fairly cheap and easy to do. I think registries are expensive. There are other ways of picking up amyloid for example. We have tried to use retinal scans, for example to see if we can pick up amyloid. CSF is difficult. Autopsies and brain autopsies are difficult PET scans are difficult, not just for the cost. There are PET scans available
for cancer, but it’s an issue of getting the amyloid, and that’s difficult because you need to line up patients and get it done.

So those biomarkers are difficult, but I think we’re making some progress in terms of the stuff that we’re doing with the LASI study and various other projects that we have. So I think collaborations on this front is definitely something that’s very much possible. And I think phenotypic evaluations as Mary said is something that’s very easy to do. And there is a great deal of consensus as we’ve shown on different consensus websites. So I think that’s there’s a lot of stuff that we can do there. Thank you very much.

Dr Maria Carrillo  
Chief Scientific Officer, Alzheimer’s Association

Thank you, Mathew, appreciated and it’s great to get insight from India really appreciate that. Thank you all very much for a fantastic discussion and great day.
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